
The Second Ice Breaker Secret And
Sneaky System: How To Meet
Women Easily And E�ortlessly
Have you ever struggled with approaching women and starting a

conversation? If so, you're not alone. Many men find it challenging to break the

ice and approach women they are interested in, fearing rejection or not knowing

what to say. Fortunately, there's a second ice breaker secret and sneaky system

that can help you meet women easily and effortlessly. In this article, we'll explore

this secret system that will give you the confidence and skills to approach and

connect with women effectively.

The First Ice Breaker - A Confidence Boost

Before we dive into the second ice breaker secret, let's briefly touch upon the first

one - building confidence.

Confidence plays a significant role in attracting women. When you exude

confidence, you become more attractive and approachable. It's crucial to work on

your self-esteem, self-assurance, and body language before attempting to

approach women. Engage in activities that make you feel good about yourself

and improve your overall self-image.
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The Second Ice Breaker Secret

Now, let's move on to the second ice breaker secret - a system that will help you

meet women with ease.

Step 1: Observe and Find Common Ground

To initiate a conversation smoothly, observation is key. Look for potential

conversation starters by observing your surroundings or the woman you'd

like to approach. It could be something you both have in common or a recent

event that you can discuss. Common ground is essential as it helps establish an

instant connection and makes conversations flow more naturally.

Step 2: Compliment Sincerely

Women appreciate genuine compliments. Find something about her that you

truly admire and compliment her on it. It could be her sense of style, her smile,

or even her choice of reading material. Ensure that the compliment is sincere and

specific, as generic compliments may come across as insincere or rehearsed.

Step 3: Ask Open-ended Questions
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Engaging in meaningful conversations is crucial when meeting new people.

By asking open-ended questions, you invite the woman to share her thoughts,

opinions, and experiences. This allows you to get to know her on a deeper level

and shows that you are genuinely interested in her as a person. Avoid yes or no

questions, as they typically lead to short and uninteresting conversations.

Step 4: Active Listening

Listening actively is just as important as engaging in conversation. Show

genuine interest by actively listening to her responses, nodding, and maintaining

eye contact. Avoid interrupting or talking about yourself excessively. This

demonstrates that you value what she has to say and creates a rapport between

the two of you.

Step 5: Be Relaxed and Authentic

Authenticity is key to making a genuine connection. Be yourself, and don't try

to impress or pretend to be someone you're not. Women appreciate honesty and

authenticity. Relax, be confident, and have fun with the conversation. When you're

at ease, it will make her feel more comfortable in your presence as well.

Approaching and meeting women doesn't have to be a daunting task. By

implementing the second ice breaker secret and sneaky system, you can

effortlessly strike up conversations, create meaningful connections, and increase

your chances of building successful relationships. Remember to build your

confidence, observe for common ground, compliment sincerely, ask open-ended

questions, listen actively, and be yourself. With practice, you'll become more

comfortable and skillful in approaching women and building connections that can

lead to exciting possibilities.
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Brad Tisdale, renowned Dating Coach is breaking new ground with this

groundbreaking book. He is exposing some of his closely guarded secrets that

will take the art of the approach and the art of finding, meeting and actually

getting hot women to an entirely new level. He is giving readers a complete,

effective and proven "system" that will take your game to the next level and

beyond.

Brad has a SYSTEM that is completely unlike ANYTHING that you may have ever

seen, heard or heard of. It is the Jedi trick of the hookup game. It is game x10.

Light years beyond the ordinary tricks and approaches that the dating guru's are

teaching.
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The great thing is that although Brads system is much MUCH more effective than

ANYTHING that you've ever seen or ANYTHING that is currently being taught by

ANY dating guru or dating coach at ANY of their high-priced seminars, events,

workshops or coaching classes ...it is actually much MUCH simpler ...EASIER

and just FAR more effective than anything you've ever seen.

I do realize that sounds like a LOT of hype. THAT is why Brad is willing to prove it

with this simple but POWERFUL book. You will get EVERYTHING that you need

to make this work and start using this system.

You will learn:

EXACTLY what this system is ...and is not

EXACTLY - WHY this system works so much better than anything else

EXACTLY - WHY it is almost impossible for you to screw this up IF you merely

follow the instructions

EXACTLY - WHY this could potentially work with ANY single woman

EXACTLY - WHY it will be literally IMPOSSIBLE for her to reject you and how this

knowledge alone will empower you to approach women whom you'd never had

the courage or felt the timing or opportunity to approach before.

You will learn exactly WHY you can begin meeting women, getting their phone

numbers etc within just 3 seconds. LITERALLY 3 seconds is all that you need.

WHY? ...Because you'll be using the Hookup Cards approach ...taking your

dating game to the next level.

Want a "date" for this weekend? Tomorrow? Today? The next hour from now? You

can do it with this approach.



The astounding thing about this ...and one of the secrets of this proven system is

that it takes all of the power away from the hot women and gives it to YOU. That's

right ...with this approach YOU will always be in control ...and she will know it. You

won't have to chase her ...and she'll know it. In fact ...you'll seen have these hot

women chasing YOU. That's right. They WILL chase ...literally or figuratively

CHASE you down, call you, play phone tag if need be and keep calling you back

again because YOU will become the source of what she needs/wants.

The brilliant thing about THIS is that her initial attraction ...or lack thereof is

completely irrelevant in the beginning. That's right. You should always make your

best first impression ...that IS important but ...her reason for "chasing" you will

have absolutely NOTHING to do with rather or not she is even remotely interested

or attracted to you initially.

It's not about YOU perse ...it's about the CARDS ..the unique, compelling

powerfully effective HOOKUP CARDS that this book will introduce you to. Even

the hottest women will NOT be able to resist the urge, need, desire to call the

phone number listed on the cards ...that phone number will ultimately lead to YOU

...and then YOU will use that opportunity to smoothly and systematically create

ATTRACTION ...without even appearing to be trying to do so.

The main REASON that this system works so well is that all you're doing is setting

up a system that will give you a unique excuse and reason to approach ANY

woman in ANY situation safely and in a way that the fear of rejection will be the

thing of the past ...for YOU. ...And a new concern ...for HER. That's right! She'll

NEED to impress you ..and she'll KNOW it. This shift of power will make all that

you do so much easier as you work your GAME!
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